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Takeuchi-US Adds Ditch Witch of Georgia to 
Dealer Network

TUS INDUSTRY NEWS

Terex Utilities Holds Annual Service School

More than 65 mechanics and service technicians from 20 
U.S. and Canadian utilities and co-ops participated in Terex 
Utilities’ annual service school in June. Also participating 
were a Terex rental partner and distributor. Instruction 
covered technical topics, including boom and rotation 
hydraulic overload protection, dielectric testing, hydraulic 
leveling, side load protection, controls, and more.

During the three-day event in Watertown, S.D., partici-
pants rotated through a series of stations that incorpo-
rate Terex utility equipment and training aids to educate 
attendees on the most current maintenance, trouble-
shooting and repair procedures for the company’s digger 
derricks and aerial devices. 

“This in-depth training gives customers the skills and 
confidence to perform necessary maintenance to keep 
their Terex equipment operating safely and at peak perfor-
mance,” said Jason Julius, Technical Support and Training 
for Terex Utilities. About 75% of the participants were 
first-time attendees. For this reason, Terex keeps group 
size small. “Mechanics and technicians are able to get one-
on-one instruction, forging personal relationships with our 
trainers,” said Julius. The staff of instructors includes Terex 
field service technicians, engineers and national service 
technicians, many of whom have more than 20 years of 
experience with Terex Utilities equipment.

www.terex.com/utilities/en/service-support/training/
index.htm    •

Takeuchi-US, an innovative global 
leader in compact equipment, has 
added Ditch Witch of Georgia to its 
dealer network. The company serves 
the trenching, grading, city and coun-
ty governments, utility, directional 
drilling, locate electronics, water/
sewer and landscaping markets, among others throughout 
Georgia.  

Established over 55 years ago, the full-service dealer in Alba-
ny, Georgia now offers the full lineup of Takeuchi equipment 
— excavators, skid steer loaders, track loaders and wheel 
loaders.

“There is a reason Ditch Witch of Georgia has been around 
for over a half-century backed by strong customer service 
and continually expanding its portfolio,” said Kim Robinson, 
director of sales at Takeuchi-US. 

“There is a great demand for compact equipment in our area 
and Takeuchi machines will fill that need,” said Ricky McCrary, 
branch manager, Ditch Witch of Georgia - Albany. “Not only 
does Takeuchi offer well-performing machines, but they are 
also a local manufacturer and just a few hours up the road 
from us. The brand carries a strong reputation around here 
and we are excited to showcase their products.”

www.takeuchi-us.com    •

http://www.terex.com/utilities/en/service-support/training/index.htm
http://www.terex.com/utilities/en/service-support/training/index.htm
http://performancemarketing.pr-optout.com/Tracking.aspx?Data=HHL%3d8%2c%3c7%3c2-%3eLCE59%2c6%2f%3a%26SDG%3c90%3a.&RE=MC&RI=4859053&Preview=False&DistributionActionID=22629&Action=Follow+Link
http://performancemarketing.pr-optout.com/Tracking.aspx?Data=HHL%3d8%2c%3c7%3c2-%3eLCE59%2c6%2f%3a%26SDG%3c90%3a.&RE=MC&RI=4859053&Preview=False&DistributionActionID=22628&Action=Follow+Link
http://performancemarketing.pr-optout.com/Tracking.aspx?Data=HHL%3d8%2c%3c7%3c2-%3eLCE59%2c6%2f%3a%26SDG%3c90%3a.&RE=MC&RI=4859053&Preview=False&DistributionActionID=22627&Action=Follow+Link
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Crane Industry Services LLC (CIS) announces successful 
completion of NCCER audits for two crane training com-
panies in the northeast. New England Crane School in 
New Hampshire and Cranes101 in Massachusetts are now 
approved as NCCER Accredited Training and Assessment 
Centers (ATS/AAC), under the sponsorship and support of 
Crane Industry Services. CIS conducted initial instructor 
certification training and assessments, following the NCCER 
protocols and curriculum, and will provide annual audits 
and administrative services to meet NCCER requirements. 
CIS became an accredited NCCER training sponsor in 2015.

“Currently New England Crane School is offering crane op-
erator certifications, qualified signal person, and basic rig-
ging certifications to our customers, but we plan to even-
tually branch into other trade areas,” said Anna DeBattiste, 
President, NECS.  NCCER offers dozens of construction craft 
programs and credentials from boilermaking to welding. 
“We are pleased with NCCER’s customer service and the 
availability of a comprehensive curriculum beyond just 
crane operator certification,” said DeBattiste.

www.centeredonsafety.com    •

TUS INDUSTRY NEWS

Crane Industry Services LLC Announces Successful 
Completion of NCCER Audits of Two Crane Training 
Companies

http://www.centeredonsafety.com
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Cost-Effective 
Ditch Witch VP30 
Vibratory Plow 
Minimizes Disruption 
on Residential, 
Utility-Installation 
Jobs

Ditch Witch, a Charles Machine Works Company, has released the new, compact VP30 vibratory plow to help operators 

efficiently install a variety of residential utility products in tight spaces and with minimal surface disruption. From 

fiber to small irrigation pipe, the unit is the ideal, cost-effective solution for product installation beneath residential 

properties.

The VP30 is powered by a 31-hp (23-kw) Briggs and Stratton® engine for optimal performance, making the compact 

machine the most powerful in its size class. The vibratory plow also features a variable flow control—a first to the 

underground construction industry. This helps utilize power more effectively for outstanding productivity, allowing 



operators to precisely control the flow to the shaker box or empowering them to adjust ground drive speed to meet a 

variety of ground conditions. The VP30 has a maximum 12-in (304.8-mm) plow depth and a 4.1-psi (0.28-bar) ground 

pressure for minimal lawn disruptions and reduced restoration work. This makes the machine a great solution for 

residential, fiber drop work and small irrigation pipe installation up to 1 in (25.4 mm) in diameter.

“The increasing demand for residential fiber installation puts pressure on operators to find an effective and efficient 

machine that keeps costs to a minimum,” said Chris Thompson, Ditch Witch product manager, compact equipment. 

“The new VP30 vibratory plow is our cost-effective solution for compact, residential installation projects. The machine 
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keeps surface disruption to a min-

imum while featuring a low-main-

tenance design to keep operators 

profitable and productive.”

Leveraging the same reliable and 

proven pivot design featured on 

the Ditch Witch CX-Series walk-be-

hind trenchers, the VP30 is main-

tenance-free, keeping the machine 

on the job and out of the shop 

for increased uptime and utilizes 

greaseless, sealed bearings that 

help extend track-assembly life.

Operators will also benefit from 

the vibratory plow’s hydrostatic, 

skid steer-style steering for easier 

operation and easy-touch controls 

that reduce operator fatigue and 

enhance machine responsiveness.

The VP30 is equipped with 

two new adjustable blades—the 

pull blade and feed blade—which 

can be adjusted between 6 in 

(152.4 mm) and 12 in (304.8 mm) 

to meet fiber installation depth 

requirements in various areas.  

Other options include four Ditch 

Witch plow blades, which are 

heavy-duty and longer-lasting than 

other competitive blades on the 

market. An optional reel carrier 

is also available that allows for 

easy cable and fiber installation, 

while an available RotoWitch® bor-

ing attachment results in fewer 

disturbances, less labor and less 

restoration work. 

www.ditchwitch.com/trenchers/

vibratory-plows/vp30    •

http://www.ditchwitch.com/trenchers/vibratory-plows/vp30
http://www.ditchwitch.com/trenchers/vibratory-plows/vp30
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DICA will introduce Cavity Pad Plus outrigger pads and show 
design updates to ProStack™ interlocking cribbing from Booth 
3551 at the International Construction & Utility Equipment 
Expo (ICUEE), to be held Oct. 3-5 in Louisville, Ky. 

The Cavity Pad Plus model joins the company’s SafetyTech® 
Outrigger Pad product line. SafetyTech Outrigger Pads provide 
a strong, rigid, and easy to use foundation for a wide variety 
of outrigger enabled equipment, including mobile cranes, 
digger derricks, hi-lift aerials and concrete pumps. Cavity 
Pad Plus features a 1” high footbrake with an interior beveled 
edge. The inverted bevel design traps the outrigger foot which 
prevents it from sliding off of the outrigger pad. “This is a sig-
nificant improvement in the design of our original Cavity Pad,” 
said Kris Koberg, CEO.  “The inverted beveled design creates 
a higher level of safety. In addition, the new design contribut-
ed to reductions in manufacturing costs enabling us to pass 
savings onto our customers,” he said.

Constructed of a proprietary engineered thermoplastic ma-

terial, SafetyTech pads have crush ratings up to 750 psi and 
rated capacities up to 325,000 lbs. At the show, DICA will also 
feature SafetyTech Hi-Viz Outrigger Pads available in yellow 
or orange. “Hi-Viz SafetyTech Outrigger Pads are a common 
safety department request from many utility companies,” said 
Koberg. Made from DICA’s proprietary engineered thermo-
plastic material, yellow and orange D1818 (18”x18”x1”) and 
D2424 (24”x24”x1”) pads are designed for stabilizer enabled 
equipment frequently used in electric utility applications. 

Look for additional product announcements from DICA at 
the show, as well as examples of outrigger pads, cribbing, and 
training products in action at many OEM equipment displays. 
SafetyTech® outrigger pads will be displayed with Altec, 
Dur-A-Lift, Elliott, Hiab, Manitowoc, Skylift, Spiradrill, Terex, 
and TIME/Versalift equipment. Altec will also show ProStack 
cribbing and the TrainSmart™ Pole Barrier System.

www.dicausa.com    •

DICA Will Feature New & Updated Outrigger 
Pad & Cribbing Products at ICUEE

http://www.dicausa.com
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Known for its lines of concrete drilling and doweling equipment, E-Z Drill offers a ver-
tical drill tailored to gas utility companies. The Model 20 UTL saves valuable time and 
money by allowing companies to pinpoint the site of a gas leak without tearing out a 
significant stretch of roadway. 

By using the Model 20 UTL, utility companies can drill through the road surface in pe-
riodic intervals to check for gas. This enables workers to narrow the potential leak area 
to a stretch between holes that would need to be removed for repair work, rather than 
destroying a much longer length of road. While it is specialized for the gas industry, the 
Model 20 UTL can handle nearly any type of vertical drilling application.

The standard 18-inch drill depth can be significantly modified based on needs, with 
depths customized to several feet. Bit diameters range from 5/8 of an inch to 2½ inches. 
A minimum of 100 cfm compressed air is required for operating the drill.

Quick coupler air fittings make short work of repairs, and a quick-release bit guide also 
saves time. The Model 20 UTL is designed for ultimate maneuverability, weighs just 207 
pounds and is supported by a 29-inch wheelbase. Since the frame absorbs vibrations, it 
reduces hand, arm and back injuries typically associated with handheld rock drills.

About E-Z Drill

E-Z Drill offers contractors equipment for concrete drilling and doweling that is faster, 
more accurate and safer than handheld rock drills. The company was established in 1987 
and manufactures slab rider, on-grade and equipment-mounted drills with as many as five 
gangs as well as vertical utility models and concrete drilling accessories, such as dust-col-
lection systems. E-Z Drill also can custom design and build automatic drill systems for spe-
cific jobs. For more information: E-Z Drill, 610 Cedar St., Perry, OK 73077; 800-272-0121; 
sales@ezdrill.com; www.ezdrill.com; Facebook; YouTube; LinkedIn and Google+.

www.ezdrill.com    •

E-Z Drill’s Vertical Utility 
Drill Offers Precision  

Pinpointing of Gas Leaks

mailto:sales@ezdrill.com
http://www.ezdrill.com/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/E-Z-Drill-Inc/376028762047?alt=
https://www.youtube.com/user/EZDrill1987
https://www.linkedin.com/company/e-z-drill-inc-?trk=tyah&trkInfo=clickedVertical%3Acompany%2Cidx%3A1-1-1%2CtarId%3A1435172306186%2Ctas%3AE-Z+Drill
http://www.ezdrill.com/
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Strong 
Exhibitor 
Support 
Pushes ICUEE 2017 
to Exhibit Space Record

More New Products & Technologies to Test 
Drive & Compare at ‘The Demo Expo’
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Strong exhibitor support has pushed ICUEE, The Demo 
Expo to record size with 28 acres of the latest utility and 
construction equipment, products and technologies for 
attendees to explore, from more than 900 exhibitors (20-
plus percent new to the show!).

ICUEE 2017 will feature specialized exhibit pavilions for 
fleet management, safety and green utilities, China and 
Korean exhibit pavilions, and the Lift Safety Zone from 
the National Commission for the Certification of Crane 
Operators (NCCCO).

A 2-mile Test Drive Zone highlights on-road equipment 
and technologies, and the indoor Demo Stage features in-
teractive product demonstrations to complement exten-
sive in-booth product demos.

“ICUEE comes around only once every two years, and re-
cord exhibit space translates to more product innovations 
on the show floor, so don’t miss out,” said Show Director 
Tricia Mallett. “We’ve got plenty of transportation to get 
attendees around all the lots, a streamlined layout and 
plenty of rest areas!”

Attendees can operate the equipment in job-like conditions 
and discuss product capabilities with company technical 
experts to compare and choose what best meets their 
project needs. Targeted industry education and quality 
networking events round out the show experience.

ICUEE, the International Construction and Utility Equip-
ment Exposition, is set for October 3-5, 2017 at the Ken-
tucky Exposition Center in Louisville, Kentucky.

The event focuses on the business and professional needs 
of utilities and utility contractors in the electric, telecom-
munications/cable, natural gas, water and wastewater 
sectors.

Get Organized with ICUEE Mobile App, Show Planner

Attendees can preplan their ICUEE visit using the online 
show planner and the ICUEE Mobile App presented by 
John Deere to create a personalized agenda of exhibits, 
education sessions and networking meetings.

The online exhibitor directory, with floor plans, is search-
able by company name, type of product or market area, 
booth number and location on the show floor, and in-
cludes a New Products and Technologies preview section.

The mobile app will continuously synch to the show 
planner agenda, and attendees can receive show updates 
to further maximize their time onsite. Attendees can also 
play the ICUEE mobile app game for a chance to win priz-
es in daily and grand-prize drawings.

Visit www.icuee.com for the latest show information and 
to register.    •

http://www.icuee.com/
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Terex Introduces New 
Equipment & Technology 

at ICUEE 2017



Terex Utilities will launch several new products and announce innovative technologies 
during the International Construction & Utility Equipment Expo that increase reliability, 
are easier to operate, and are more productive at work sites. At least 24 pieces of equip-
ment from the company’s aerial devices, digger derricks, auger drills, and cranes product 
lines will be on display at Booth L316 during the biennial show in Louisville, Ky., Oct. 3-5. 

Making its debut is the Optima Series of aerial devices, featuring lower travel height, 
better ground access, and improved boom speeds. Featuring greater reliability, effi-
ciency and simplified operation and maintenance, the 50- to 60-foot class of Hi-Ranger 
over-center and non-over-center aerial devices have been engineered to improve perfor-
mance.  Four models from the Optima aerial series will be on display.
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In addition, the company will an-
nounce significant enhancements to 
the Terex auger drills product line 
that will make the equipment easier 
to operate. The new auger drills will 
be simpler to maintain, contributing 
to improved life cycle costs. The 
Terex Auger 330 and Terex Auger 
650 will be on display.

Terex demonstrations at The 
Demo Expo

“ICUEE is the premier expo event 
for the utility industry and we are 
setup to exceed expectations with 
visitors to the show,” said Joe Cay-
wood, Director of Marketing. “Twice 
daily demos of innovative technol-
ogies and our Ask-A-Tech kiosk are 
intended to help fleet managers find 
progressive solutions with tangible 
returns on investment over the life 
of the equipment,” he said.

Demonstrations will include the 
HyPower IM idle mitigation man-
agement system and the Load Alert 
aerial device monitoring system. 
“The utility industry has been 
chasing the promise of increased 
electrification of our fleets for many 
years. HyPower IM is the first sys-
tem that balances simplicity with a 
real payback for fleet owners,” said 
Ted Barron, Vertical Market Product 
Manager.

Load Alert was the first of its kind 
load sensing technology for the in-
sulated aerial device market when it 
was introduced last year. “At ICUEE 
2017, we will demonstrate new 
capabilities of the system which further support safe work practices of aerial devices,” said Caywood. Demonstrations of the new 
Optima aerial device and auger drill are also scheduled.

At the Ask-a-Tech kiosk, visitors can get answers to technical services questions from mechanics, field technicians, and service cen-
ter team members. Terex Services offers a wide range of service solutions, including training, repairs, safety inspections, preventa-
tive maintenance, custom up-fits, and rebuilds so make sure to bring your questions to Terex. 

“Utilities are looking for solutions that support safe work practices, are reliable and cost-effective throughout the life of the equip-
ment. Terex is responding by delivering new technologies that do just that,” said Caywood. For more info about Terex Utilities 
products and events scheduled for ICUEE, visit www.info.terex.com/icuee2017.    •

http://info.terex.com/icuee2017
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Work-Ready Trailers,

Made EZ

TUS COMPANY PROFILE



When it comes time for a utility company to replace a mobile support trailer, there are really 

two options. Option one: they can buy an empty trailer and then take it to three or four differ-

ent upfitters to install what they think they need in it. Or option two: they can go with one up-

fitter who will not only supply the trailer but also everything that goes inside, from the storage 

to the HVAC to the electrical to the power supply. 

The problems with option one are that all of those separate components might not work 

together as seamlessly as hoped, and if there is ever an issue with those components, each 

upfitter will often point at the other as the culprit. With option two, however, those problems 

don’t typically come into play because there’s just one upfitter working on the project.        

Surprisingly, though, there are only a handful of one-stop-shop trailer upfitters out there, and 

EZ STAK is one of them. Based in Schaumburg, Illinois, and Kingston, Ontario, EZ STAK has been 

around since 1998, and almost since day one they’ve been upfitting trailers for a wide range 

of companies in the U.S. and Canada, including ComEd, National Grid, Laclede Gas, Hydro One 

and Saskatchewan Power.      

One of the big reasons why they’ve been so successful in this niche market is the company’s 

consultative process, says Paul Lawrenson, EZ STAK’s director of business development. “Fleet 

managers usually know they need a trailer, but there are usually a lot of moving parts to the 

process,” he says. “So from there, we roll up our sleeves and get in there. We take the time to 

understand what it’s going to be used for, who’s going to use it and what it’s going to be car-

How EZ STAK takes the stress 
out of designing and building 

mobile workspaces
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rying. We think about weight capacities, power capacities and 

tool requirements. We also think about what kind of vehicle is 

going to be towing it and what kind of climate it’s going to be 

working in. And we put a lot of thought into ergonomics and 

safety.” 

Two companies that recently went with EZ STAK to upfit their 

logistics support trailers were K-Line Group, which is an Ontar-

io-based group of companies that work on a range of power 

projects, and Spire Energy, which provides natural gas utilities 

to 1.7 million customers in Missouri, Mississippi and Alabama. 

K-Line Group: One trailer, 
many moving parts  
In the summer of 2016, K-Line was ready to convert a 22-foot 

trailer into a mobile workshop, but they ran head-on into one 

of the problems of option one above: the annoyance of trying 

to buy components from different suppliers and make them fit 

seamlessly together inside a single trailer.     

“They were going to try to piece together their own trailer with 

toolboxes, shelves, a workbench, etcetera, from one of these 

industrial catalogues,” says Lawrenson. “And when I met with 

them, they were getting kind of frustrated and didn’t know 

how they were going to lay it out.” So, he offered to take the 

dimensions of the trailer, along with all of the users’ input, 

and come back with a three-dimensional concept of what he’d 

recommend. Which is exactly what he did.   

And what he came back with was a concept of a trailer with ful-

ly-insulated and polyurethaned walls and ceilings, an electrical 

panel and shore power capabilities, and a long maple work-

bench where K-Line could mount a drill press and a vice. It also 

had drawer units, overhead cabinets, closets with perforated 

doors and even a whiteboard in the office area near the front.      

According to K-Line’s fleet manager, K. Wetzel, they really liked 

what they saw. “So I said, ‘Look, we don’t want to just provide 

the design and the cabinets, we want to do the job, too,’” says 

Lawrenson. “‘We want to take delivery of the trailer, do the 

work, and send it back to you ready to put to work in exactly 

the way you need it.’ And they thought that was a good idea.”  

But first, Lawrenson reviewed K-Line’s needs again with Wetzel 

and the different user groups at K-Line to ensure they’d all be 

happy with the final trailer. They came back with a few minor 

tweaks that included the addition of a couple of doors and a 

change to the depth of the drawers to accommodate all of their 

tools. They also added racks in the back to secure tanks, fuel 

cans and a generator.     

Final design in hand, the EZ STAK crew got to work at the 

company’s facility on the outskirts of Kingston. As with all of 

their projects, they used EZ STAK’s own standardized products, 

including cabinets and drawers made of lightweight and high-

grade aluminum. Those drawers also come with heavy-duty ball 

bearing drawer slides and the company’s EZ Latch mechanism, 

which allows technicians to easily open a drawer with one 

hand. 

Ten days later, the trailer was ready for delivery to K-Line. 

Wetzel and his team couldn’t have been happier with the final 

result. In a written statement, Wetzel said, “We weren’t sure 

how we would design the layout of our mobile work trailer, but 

EZ STAK helped us lay out and utilize every inch of space. We 

were amazed and ultimately very pleased with the quality and 

workmanship of their modular interior storage solutions. Would 

we recommend EZ STAK? Absolutely.”

It was a successful project for a number of different reasons, 

says Lawrenson. “We worked well with the customer and were 

adaptable, especially with the user-supplied trailer — which 

always means you have to be a little bit more nimble than if we 

were to supply the trailer. It also showed that we can hit tight 

deadlines. Ten days is pretty quick, but we had a lot of the stuff 

ready to go ahead of time, so it wasn’t too much of an issue.”
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Spire Energy: 20 trailers in 
less than three months  
The Spire Energy project had an even tougher deadline: 20 trail-

ers in about two-and-a-half months this summer. And though 

each trailer had the same design, the work would be even more 

detailed than the K-Line project.  

“This one came about after we sold our cabinets to Spire, which 

they really like because of their durability and good design,” 

says Lawrenson. “So they had three trailers that they were buy-

ing cabinets for, and I said, ‘Look, the next time you buy trailers, 

let’s talk, because I want to offer them to you fully work-ready.’” 

A few months later Spire did just that, and in February this year 

they sat down with Lawrenson, telling him they had 20 trailers 

that had to be converted into mobile offices and workshops by 

the middle of September. Like they did with K-Line, Lawrenson 

and his team talked to the people who’d be using these trailers 

at Spire to find out how and where they’d be used, and then 

presented a digital 3D representation of a customized design.     

Not unexpectedly, there was a significant amount of back and 

forth before a final design was set. “Their old trailers were pret-

ty old and generic, so with these new 20-footer trailers we had 

to ask a lot of questions,” says Lawrenson. “There were a lot of 

tool measurements, for instance, and we had to know all of the 

power requirements, how much draw will be on the tools and 

heaters, and more. But it was a good opportunity for them to 

get it just the way they wanted it.” 

By June, that final design was in place, and while it had a similar 

storage configuration as the K-Line project, there were some 

major differences. The biggest was the power requirement. 

Spire needed a 5,500-watt onboard generator and shore power 

capability as well as custom electrical hookups to power a large 

cable splicer. They also needed a roof-mounted air conditioner, 

a heater fueled from the same tank as the generator, and a 

divider in the middle of the trailer to separate the office area 

and workspace. Another big difference was the installation of 

benches near the front of the trailer where crews could take a 

break and get warmed up by the small furnace nearby.    

The EZ STAK team started work on the trailers in Kingston at the 

end of June, and though they weren’t quite finished at the time 

of writing, Lawrenson fully expects they’ll meet that mid-Sep-

tember deadline. “It’ll be a bit of a nail-biter, but we’ll get it 

done, and we’ll be proud of it for lots of different reasons,” he 

says. “It’s a big project for one, and Spire is a big player. It’s also 

a complex project with a lot of different requirements, but like 

the K-Line job, I think we’ve done a great job finding a happy 

medium so that all of the user groups are happy.” 

www.EZSTAK.com    •
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Emerson is targeting the food, beverage and pharmaceutical 
industries with the new 4QSS liquidtight fittings featuring 316 
stainless steel for dependable performance that will last decades 
in wet, corrosive locations.

Engineered for applications where sanitation is a critical concern, 
the UL Listed fittings securely connect flexible metallic electrical 
conduit while completely sealing off liquids, vapors and solids. 
A nickel-plated ferrule provides maximum surface contact with 
longer, more pronounced threads to ensure pull-out protection 
and prevention of tight bend conduit “pop-out” to help minimize 
costly replacements and service calls. 

“The 4QSS delivers a host of advantages that our competition 
simply can’t match,” said Rick Jones, Product Manager at Emer-
son. “For one, we’ve used super-bright 316 stainless steel instead 
of the less rugged 304 stainless steel found in our competition’s 
fittings. And two, we offer better value by including a sealing ring 
and locknut with the package, eliminating the need for separate 
purchases. Finally, we are offering the fittings in the most popular 
sizes and configurations to meet market needs.” 

www.emerson.com    •

TUS NEW PRODUCT NEWS

Emerson Targets Different Industries with 4QSS 
Liquidtight Fittings

GSSI, the world’s leading manufacturer of ground penetrating 
radar (GPR) equipment, announces the release of the Utility-
ScanÒ HS, the newest product in its popular UtilityScan GPR 
system line. The UtilityScan line is the industry standard for 
efficiently identifying and marking the location and depth of sub-
surface utilities, including gas, sewer, and communication lines. 
The newly released UtilityScan HS model incorporates the 350 HS 
antenna, a state-of-the-art digital antenna designed with features 
GSSI’s patented HyperStacking™ technology. HyperStacking tech-
nology greatly improves the depth and data resolution perfor-
mance over traditional RTS technologies.

HyperStacking is a revolutionary real-time sampling (RTS) 
technique patented by GSSI, which greatly improves the receive 
performance of a GPR system while maintaining the measure-
ment speed and radiated emission limits. By incorporating the 
350 HS antenna, the UtilityScan HS deliver higher data resolution, 
better RF noise immunity, and better depth penetration than 
traditional GPR antennas. The 350 HS can reach depths of up to 
12 meters (40 feet). The UtilityScan HS also provides advanced 
signal processing tools such as stacking, signal floor tracking and 
background removal.

www.geophysical.com    •

GSSI Announces the Release of the Utility-
ScanÒ HS

HD Electric Company New DoubleVision™ Dual 
Display Phasing Voltmeter

HD Electric Company, a Textron Inc. company, continues to drive 
innovation with the new DoubleVision™ Dual Display Phasing Volt-
meter. The DDPM-40 is a compact, high accuracy wireless voltme-
ter and phasing set with capacitive test point mode and peak hold 
capability. The DDPM-40 will show the leading or lagging phase as 
well as the phase angle during wireless phasing operations.

The DDPM-40 measures voltage from 5V to 43kV and can be used 
in both overhead and underground applications. The DDPM-40 
is accurate and repeatable to within 1 percent. The voltage is dis-
played on the two large bright LED displays that are synchronized 
wirelessly to make voltage measurements and phase identification 
easy, especially when working over a distance across switches. 
The DDPM-40 has a single button interface that controls all modes 
including: line to line measurements; line to ground measure-
ments; capacitive test point; and real time & peak hold reporting.

The wireless phasing voltmeter is lightweight and its weather-re-
sistant construction is ideal for use in tight work environments 
with minimum approach distances or with storm duty during 
disaster relief.  

www.HDElectricCompany.com    •
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TUS AD INDEX
Company Pg. Website
Aerial Tool Bin 41 www.aerialtoolbin.com
Buccaneer Rope 6 www.bucrope.com
Dee Zee 39 www.deezee.com
EZ STAK IFC www.EZSTAK.com
Geny Hitch 11 www.genyhitch.com
GoLight 32 www.golight.com
GPS Insight 44 www.gpsinsight.com
Greaves 26 www.greaves-usa.com
Herculock 6 www.herculock.com
Hogg & Davis 24 www.hoggdavis.com
ICUEE 22 www.icuee.com
iToolCo 33 www.itoolco.com
Jesco Industries 25 www.jescoonline.com
Krenz Vent 2 www.krenzvent.com
Malta Dynamics 3 www.maltadynamics.com
Morooka 42 www.morookacarriers.com
MSA Safety 43 www.msasafety.com
Nesco Rentals 13 www.nescorentals.com
Prinoth 37 www.prinoth.com
Rayco BC www.raycomfg.com
Regscan 27 www.regscan.com
Ring Power 17 www.utility.ringpower.com
Shaver Mfg 23 www.shavermfg.com
Tallman Equipment 5 www.tallmanequipment.com
Terex 21 www.terex.com
The Power Gripz 7 www.thepowergripz.com
Time Versalift 1 www.versalift.com
TSE 31 www.tse-international.com
Venco Venturo 16 www.venturo.com
Warehouse Equipment 10 www.warehouseequipment.com
Yale Cordage 4 www.yalecordage.com
Youngstown Glove IBC www.ytgloves.com
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